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SCARY STORIES

SYNOPSIS

The children’s book series entitled Scary Stories has become a symbol for entire 

generations of people who grew up taken in by the gothic tales, the whimsical 

tone, and the ghostly illustrations. It has also become one of the most challenged 

children’s books of the last half century. 

Follow Peter Schwartz, son of the authoFollow Peter Schwartz, son of the author, as he explores the history of these 

books and the controversies that have resulted from books like these, the iconic 

literature that becomes an introduction to the horror genre. Ripe with nostalgia, 

hear from children’s horror authors of the 1980’s and 1990’s such as R.L. Stine, 

Debbie Dadey, Bruce Coville, and Q.L. Pearce. Explore the roots of the folklore 

that made up the Scary Stories tales. And marvel at the cult-like fandom that has 

arisen from the books and the artwork in the last 35 years.

Along the way we learn of a censorship case involving the books that received Along the way we learn of a censorship case involving the books that received 

national attention. The documentary culminates with a meeting between the PTA 

mother at the center of that debate and Peter Schwartz. A complex familial 

relationship between a son and the father he didn’t believe in becomes the center 

of a censorship debate that has simmered for decades.
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Barbara Schwartz                      Sandy Vrabel (Vandenburg)
Wife of author Alvin Schwartz                 Former PTA President

Dr. Maria Tatar                      Dr. Gary Alan Fine 
Harvard University                     Northwestern University

Dr. Margaret Read MacDonald                 Miriam Downey
Author and folklorist                     Retired Librarian
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SCARY STORIES

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

After years of producing web content for a Chicago nonprofit, about four years ago I realized that I had all 

the skills and knowledge to produce a full-length documentary. And I’ve always wanted to tell stories, 

listen to stories, analyze stories. My multiple degrees in English Literature can attest to that.

Deciding on what story to tell came naturallDeciding on what story to tell came naturally. I wanted to produce a documentary that conveyed the idea 

that early literacy and reading was important, both because it is a passion and it is also my background. I 

looked at Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark as the perfect vehicle. Here is a book series that I and many 

others fondly remember from our childhood, a big nostalgia title, but also it is arguably the most banned 

children's book of the last 30 years. Right there, you have a story. That paired with an author who passed 

away before the books began to truly become popular and a very reclusive illustrator, you have a book 

series that also has a lot of questions, a lot of mysterseries that also has a lot of questions, a lot of mystery, and a lot of avenues to explore. And so a 

documentary on the books seemed like a natural fit and one that has a built-in audience.

Getting the author's family involved and participating in the documentary was huge and gave the film 

credibility. Gaining R.L. Stine gave the documentary it's “big name”. Stine is not only one of the bestselling 

authors living today (currently ranked in the Top 20 bestselling authors of all time, which people sometimes 

find surprising ), but he is also the most recognizable representative of the genre I was exploring, children's 

horror. Goosebumps and Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark are arguably the two defining titles of the 

subgenre. It’s a subgenre (like science fiction, fantasy, and other genres of children’s literature) that gets a 

lot of children reading at a time when they need something to peek their interest. It gets kids reading.lot of children reading at a time when they need something to peek their interest. It gets kids reading. That 

is a message that I heard over and over again, and one that I think resonates in the final film.

After roughly three years of production, piecing together the film with a very limited budget, I can’t wait to 

finally give fans of the books and more casual fans of topics such as horror, censorship, art, and folklore an 

engaging documentary to enjoy.

Cody Meirick

Director and Producer, Scary Stories
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SCARY STORIES               Movie Stills
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SCARY STORIES        Behind the Scenes
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SCARY STORIES        Key Production

Crew Credits

Cody Meirick
Giant Thumb Studios (2017 to present)

Scary Stories (2018) - Director, Producer, Director of Photography, Editor

Erikson Institute (2009-present), Production Manager, Editor

Educational Shorts and Videos

Donna Davies
RubyRuby Tree Films (2001-present)

Scary Stories (2018) - Associate Producer; Fanarchy (2016) - Director, Producer; I Prophesy: The 

Future Revealed (2012) - Director, Producer; Nightmare Factory (2011) - Director, Producer; 

Pretty Bloody: The Women of Horror (2009) - Director, Producer; Starz presents Zombie Mania 

(2008) -  Director, Producer; Shadow Hunter (2005) - Director, Co-producer; A Sigh and a Wish: 

Helen Creighton's Maritimes (2001) - Director; The Kitchen Goddess (1999) - Director

David Leroy Thomas
Scary Stories (2018) - CinematographyScary Stories (2018) - Cinematography; Driven (2017) - B-Camera; Commercials for clients such 

as Toyota, Firestone, KFC, Lula Cafe, St. Louis Botanical Gardens, Adidas, Coors

Kevin Tobin
31 Productions (2010-present)

Scary Stories (2018) - Cinematography; WBGH (2016-2017) - Video Producer, Editor; Pearson 

(2014-2016) - Video Producer, Editor

Brenton Oechsle
Infinite FPS (2013-present)Infinite FPS (2013-present)

Scary Stories (2018) - Cinematography; Making the Bed (2017) - Director of Photography; A 

Band in a Box (2016) - Cinematography; Night School (2016) - 2nd Unit Cinematography; 

Undertaker (2016) - Director, Cinematography; Trust Your Driver (2013) - Director, 

Cinematography

Shane Hunt
Moonside Media (2012-present)

Scary Stories (2018) -Scary Stories (2018) - Animation; Freelance Illustration, Design, Animation

Prodigy Promo (2012-present), Media Director

Matthew Cooley
Flagship Studios (2013-present)

Scary Stories (2018) - Audio Engineer; FantomWorks (2017) - Sound Recordist; Madhouse 

Mecca (2017) - Re-Recording Mixer, Dialogue Editor, Foley Artist; The Possession Experiment 

(2016) - Re-Recording Mixer, Dialogue Editor, Foley Artist;  

Robert ChapmanRobert Chapman 

Scary Stories (2018) - Colorist, Additional Editing; The Possession Experiment (2016) - Editor; 

Southbound (2016) - Editor; Madhouse Mecca (2017) - Cinematographer; Nostrum 

(in-production) - Assistant Editor

E.K. Wimmer
Scary Stories (2018) - Original Score; Philophobia (2015) - Score; In the Company of Strangers 

(2014) - Score
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